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Cover Story: Soy Emilia: A Young Latina Writes, Sings, Plays Bass, Acts and 
Educates 

National Standards: 7-8, 11 

Juanita Carvajal loved music, and like a lot of kids, played and studied with a passion. But for 
whatever reason, she was attracted to an electric bass guitar her school bought. Perhaps it was 
because there weren’t a lot of young female bass players in Bogata, Colombia, or aren’t a lot of 
female bass players in general, or perhaps it was because she got so good on the instrument. 
Perhaps it was because she could sing – and she was writing music; likely all of it. This one is 
special. 

Now up for a “Best New Artist” Latin GRAMMY, with a breakout album in the bag and a new 
one on the way, with a new romantic teen comedy movie about to be released in Mexico, Juanita 
– who goes by “Soy Emilia” - is ready for her close up.  

More than that, she’s passionate about music education, declaring that the music education 
system through which she rose didn’t adequately prepare her for a career in the music industry. 
As a result, she’s working with American guitar manufacturer Gibson, to teach the next 
generation in Colombia and elsewhere how to compete commercially and prosper.   

Prepare 
Have students listen to, and find translations of, Soy Emilia songs and discover the themes in her 
songs. They are about difficult relationships. She writes music about being a strong and 
independent woman in a culture that doesn’t always support such people.  

Key points in the article: 
• Juanita knew from an early age that she wanted to pursue music, and although she started out 

as a guitar player, had an epiphany when she saw and tried a different instrument.  
• She went to college to study music, and graduated with a degree, but quickly discovered that 

her training hadn’t prepared her to compete in the music business – particularly a male 
dominated music business. 

• She became a session and touring bass player, working in ensembles supporting successful 
Latin artists, but always knew that she didn’t want her future to be “in the hands of others.” 

• She decided to create music with a message. She wants the world to know her for her 
distinctive voice, but also for her courage to challenge establish mores.  

• Ziggy and his siblings’ touring and recording help keep reggaes music popular and continues  

Begin 
Review vocabulary words from the article below: 

• ENDORSER: someone who agrees with and promotes an idea, another person or product 



• PROFESSIONAL: a person schooled and engaged in a commercial enterprise 

• MENTOR: someone who volunteers to lend their expertise to another 

• COLLABORATION: the result of two or more people working together to achieve a goal 

• INFLUENCE: (as a noun) someone who impacts another’s work 

Discuss 
Have a conversation about becoming a team member who supports a group, or “going solo” in 
an effort to personally create and make a singular statement. 

• Benefits could be: 
• Controlling the creative process and product. 

• Drawbacks could be: 
• Working without the creative input and support of others. 

Play some of Soy Emilia’s music and translate her lyrics.  

Play the trailer (from a link in the In Tune story) for Soy Emilia’s movie.  

Ask 
• What has Soy Emilia done to shape the diversity of her career (focus on music education, 

interest in acting, etc.) 
• Is it more important that she’s a good bassist, a good singer or good writer, and why? 

Play a sampling of modern popular Colombian music, and then play Soy Emilia’s music. How 
does her style conform or contrast? 

Expand 
Discuss the theme of independence in contemporary music, particularly by female writers. What 
other artists are writing about “not partying” (Alessia Cara), or not conforming to stereotypical 
female roles? 

• What other songs urge people to “stand up for their rights?” 
• Only 26, Soy Emilia has been working professionally for 10 years, even while going to 

college. Discuss the confluence of patience and dedication, and at the same time the 
importance of enjoying “the journey.” 

Q&A 

1. What instrument did Soy Emilia first learn? 
2. How does Soy Emilia describe her music? 
3. Why is Soy Emilia focused on music education? 
4. What has been one of her greatest performance achievements? 



5. What music is she releasing now? 
6. What is her next entertainment project? 
7. What model bass guitar did Gibson send for her to use in the movie? 
8. In what category has she been nominated for a Latin GRAMMY? 
9. What educational academy is Soy Emilia working on with Gibson? 
10. What educational program is Soy Emilian working on with Gibson 

Answers 
1. Guitar 
2. Danceable, between tropical and electronic.  
3. Because she feels her training didn’t prepare her for working in the music business. 
4. Being chosen to play in a band of classic and symphonic musicians who closed the 25th 

“Rock al Parque” festival in Bogota, Colombia that attracted 150,000 fans.  
5. An album of covers whereby her famous friends will send her recorded versions of her 

songs that she will sing on, and remix. 
6. A Mexican movie, in which she will act and perform. 
7. A Gibson Les Paul bass 
8. Best New Artist 
9. Amplifica 
10. G3 

Feature Story: Marketing Your Music With Social Media 

National Standards: 9, 11 

The opportunities to develop music performance careers have been seriously impacted by the 
pandemic. But, as touring and live performance opportunities wane, the opportunity to perform 
online and connect with audiences through social media have increased.  

In Tune’s feature on marketing music with social media focuses on the career and independent 
success of Tony Succar, a Miami-based percussionist, who long before the pandemic was mining 
social media, building his fan base, and exploring the technological tools that would allow him to 
succeed without the support of the traditional music industry infrastructure.  

Prepare  
Research talking points about the traditional music business, such as the workings of the record 
label busines, the history of terrestrial radio and music, and the practice of touring and live 
performance in support of recorded music sales.   

Key points in the article: 
• Independent artists can harness social media and online performance to advance their careers 

if they understand their imperatives. 
• Artists should analyze the appeal of their music and define their audience.  



• Staying “in touch” with one’s fans on a daily basis by posting daily content to social media is 
critical today.  

• Creative video, and video that connects with fans is “the coin of the realm.” 

Begin  
Poll your students to see who is active on social media, and which students are using social 
media to play games, follow friends and celebrities or distribute their music 
• Ask students who have or are posting music what feedback they’ve gotten. 
• Ask students what independent artists they have discovered, why they like them, and why? 
• Ask those who are interested in posting music but haven’t, why?  

Review vocabulary words from the article below: 

• PORTFOLIO – a physical container of content, or a collection of one’s accomplishments 

• FLAMENCO: a dance and music form based on the various folkloric traditions Andalusia, 
in Spain. 

• CAJON: a box-shaped percussion instrument originally from Peru 

• CONSOLE: the word has many meanings, but a recording console is larger mixer of audio 
inputs. 

Discuss 
The confluence of music and video on Tik Tok has created an explosion of interest beyond that 
of YouTube videos or audio tracks available on any number of services. Why is Tik Tok so 
successful, and what is it about the merger of sound and moving images? 

What are the impediments to using social media to attract fans? Of course, the music has to be 
good, but if someone’s got good music, what – if any – are the challenges in recording and 
posting it. How can they be overcome? 

Expand  
Ask students to identify the three best music success stories on social media. What were the 
platforms? After polling the class, profile the top three acts that have achieved success because of 
their social media efforts. What did the artists do that made them so popular?  

Create a project that emulates the success of the three acts. Costudmmission students to create 
videos using their favorite songs. Extra credit for a student, or student group that creates a video 
based on an original student composition! 

Feature Story: The Art of the Intro 

National Standards: 1, 7-9, 10 



Lessons on music creation can be broad and varied and serve to prepare students for the act of 
composition. They can detail the techniques of great songwriters and composers, segment the 
elements of composition and make learning music theory more practical. They highlight and 
make use of music creation software platforms, electronic instruments and effects and lead to 
discussion of similar and differing musical genres and structures typically and traditionally used 
to create each. 

The story is especially interesting as a starting point for an unit or exploration of music creation, 
as it is all about starting a music composition.  

Prepare 
Play or have students play a half dozen musical introductions; some illustrative opening passages 
come from the Beatles “She Loves You,” (with almost no introduction) and “Daytripper,” 
Beethoven’s “5th Symphony in C minor,” Miles Davis’ “So What,” Judy Garland’s “Over The 
Rainbow (original cast recording)” and Beyonce’s “Irreplacable.” 

Inspire a discussion of process; must introductions be created first? When are introductions 
important, and what purpose can they serve? 

Key points in the article: 
• An introduction can set the mood and present the listener with the piece’s intention. 
• An introduction can lure a listener’s attention making them more likely to continue listening, 

even to unfamiliar material. 
• An introduction can engage a listener in a theme and then shift gears with a verse or a chorus 

for dramatic effect. 

Begin  
Choose one of the six sample introductions and drill down: 

• Ask your students how the musical construct of the introduction and how it connects to piece 
• Ask your students how the introduction serves or supports the overall piece 
• Ask them if they like the introduction and whether or not it serves the piece’s intention 

Review vocabulary words from the article below: 

• ICONIC – something or someone who is influential, recognizable and revered. 

• VIRTUOSIC: displaying an exceptional skill in music or other artistic pursuit. 

• OMINOUS: giving the impression that something bad or unpleasant will happen. 

• ARPEGGIO: a chord in which the notes are played individually in a sequence. 

• RIFF: a short, repeated phrase in popular music and jazz. 

• BOMBASTIC: writing or speech that has exaggerated importance or overblown. 



Discuss 
Ask students to find and share a musical introduction from one of their own favorite pieces of 
music and tell why it is important to the piece’s quality. 

Ask students to listen to the original cast recording of “The Sound Of Music,” which effectively 
begins without introduction, and create one.  

Expand  
What other forms of art or media use introductions? Discuss the use of forwards in books, 
trailers for movies, overtures in musical theater and even business cards.  

How might a music creator get an idea for an introduction? Discuss the writing of an 
introduction after creating and assessing a song’s verses and chorus, analyzing its mood and 
tempo so as to use an introduction to set up or support the piece. 

Close 
Musical introductions are about helping a listener gain an understanding of the music that is to 
come. Beyonce’s “to the left, to the left” phrase engenders curiosity. What is she talking about? 
We then quickly envision someone sorting possessions in preparation for a relationship break up. 
That “bait” catches our attention and then reels us in. We want to know the rest of the story, and 
are hooked!  

Q&A 

1. What is the purpose of a musical introduction? 
2. Do all songs have or need introductions? 
3. Must an introduction sound like the rest of piece? 
4. At what point in the creative process should an introduction be written? 
5. How can an introduction benefit a piece? 
6. Should an introduction be soft or quiet? 
7. Do pieces in different genres require different introductions? 

Answers 
1. To prepare and engage a song or composition’s listener.  
2. No. And, sometimes not having an introduction can be a way of conveying a piece’s 

mood or intention. 
3. It can, and thereby set up the piece’s musical theme, or it can contrast with that theme, 

providing surprise or drama. 
4. There is no rule about this, and an introduction can be created at any point. However if 

created after the main theme is established, the introduction can serve to support it. 
5. An introduction can set the mood while telling us the song’s key and implying the 

melodic and harmonic material of the song before the beat kicks in. 



6. Many introductions will gently begin a piece, but the Beatles “She Loves You” 
effectively begins with the chorus, and Beethoven’s 5th famously begins with a 
thunderous strain. 

7. The concepts of an introductory passage remain the same from genre to genre, even 
though the actual sounds will certainly differ. 

Feature Story: How To Play “The Climb” 

National Standards: 1-9 

Miley Cyrus grew up in a musical family, her father being a country artist, and when she was 11 
began her career acting in a Disney TV series where her character was a singer. As she matured 
and moved on from the show, she both acted and released music. In 2009, Cyrus released "The 
Climb" as a single from the soundtrack to the Hannah Montana feature film. It became a 
crossover hit in both pop and country music formats, and the soundtrack, which featuring the 
song became Cyrus' fourth No. 1 on the Billboard 200, making her, at sixteen, the youngest 
performer in history to have four number one albums on the chart. 

Deconstructing this song will reveal a discrete set of parts that can be played by a variety of 
ensembles. 

Prepare 
Have students listen to the original version and find alternative versions and covers on YouTube. 
Identify the song’s sounds, separating the keyboard, strings, guitar and vocal parts to list the 
instruments used on the original recording.  

Key points in the article: 
• The popularity and success of the “The Climb” comes from a variety of factors 
• The song’s optimistic and inspirational lyric send a concise message of mindfulness – to 

enjoy the moment and journey – which is broadly relatable.  
• The song takes the listener on a sonic journey, beginning simply and acoustically and 

building to a raucous resolution and crescendo. 
• Songs can be produced and effectively performed by an array of instruments and vocal 

arrangements. 

Begin 
Review vocabulary words from the article below: 

• SYNTHESIZER – an electronic musical instrument typically operated by a keyboard, that 
produces sounds by generating and combining signals of different frequencies 

• GRAVITAS: Seriousness, with “weight,” dignity, and importance  



• DISTORTION: In audio, it’s the change in the form of an electrical signal or sound wave 
during processing. 

• DICIER: difficult or dangerous; risky; tricky 

• ETHEREAL: extremely delicate and light in a way that seems too perfect for this world 

Discuss 

While we understand that songs can be covered, re-mixed and performed with different 
instruments, vocal parts and sounds, which ones are critical to the success of this one’s original 
recording? 

• How many guitar sounds are there? 
• How important is the string section to the mood of the song and its progression. 

Find a string sound on an electric keyboard, in Garage Band, or online that approximates the 
sound of an acoustic string section 

Determine, play and record the opening piano chord and its specific inversion 

Arrange the vocals and determine how many voices should sing in the background and when 
they should come in 

Ask 
• Did the Hannah Montana role connect with this song and impact its popularity?  
• Can this song be effectively performed by a soloist with piano or guitar accompaniment? 

Expand 

Discuss the key message of the lyric and the life lesson it teaches 

• All of life’s moments, regardless how challenging, are meant to be enjoyed; that’s it’s not the 
destination, it’s “the climb.” 


